IBM Cloud
Object Storage for
better resiliency
Accelerating your data backup
and disaster recovery plan

Data and IT
resiliency landscape
Cut your storage costs and reduce malware,
disaster and outage losses with object storage
IT resiliency challenges
Organizations today are facing changing and sometimes
adverse business conditions. Successful IT professionals
across industries look to protect, backup, archive and
better manage complex workloads and dramatically
growing data volumes. There are many questions
that surround leaders on how to best manage these
workloads while saving costs and looking ahead to future
needs. How do I maximize IT resiliency and ease of
recovery while reducing storage costs and creating new
operational efficiencies? Are there ways to accelerate my
resiliency plan without sacrificing current investments?
Additionally—if in a regulated industry—how do I show
compliance with a growing host of rules and requirements
for data and reporting?
Explosive levels of data growth increase the challenge
to effectively store, protect and manage data volumes.
As this data growth continues, there is a need to back
up and protect data at scale while managing the cost
and complexity of data storage. Data durability and data
integrity are also factors needed in resiliency solutions
to reduce the risk of data being lost, damaged or
even destroyed.
Organizations like yours need innovative approaches to
deal with attacks from malicious parties, natural and manmade disasters and pandemics—as well as solutions to
reduce costly outages, downtime, ransomware payments,
or regulatory fines and penalties. At the same time,
you need to be able to use your data to gain insights and
competitive advantages; and you must be able to plan for
unknown future needs that will require a level of flexibility
from your storage provider.
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Object storage at a glance
Object storage, often referred to as object-based storage,
is a data storage architecture for handling large amounts
of unstructured data. Object storage allows storage of
large amounts of data in a highly scalable manner. You can
reduce on-site IT infrastructure by using low-cost cloud
storage while keeping data accessible for fast access,
backup and recovery.
Today’s internet driven data is largely unstructured
including documents, email, videos, photos, web pages,
audio files, sensor data, backup copies, and other types
of media and web content. For data archiving and backup,
object-based storage offers a level of scalability and
global access not possible with traditional file- or blockbased storage. With object-based storage, you can store
and manage massive, growing data volumes on the order
of terabytes (TBs), petabytes (PBs) and even greater.
Object storage versus block and file storage
File-based storage and block-based storage methods
are designed for traditional data volumes rather than
large and growing unstructured data volumes at
hyperscale. Data stored with traditional solutions can
be trapped in hierarchical silos which are hard to access
and use. Object-based storage on cloud has emerged as
a preferred method for data archiving and back-up for
today’s high-volume digital world.
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Why IBM Cloud
Object Storage
IT resiliency through extreme scalability,
durability and built-in fault tolerance
IBM Cloud Object Storage features
IBM Cloud® Object Storage (IBM COS) is a flexible,
cost-effective, highly scalable cloud storage solution
for unstructured data. It is a security-rich, cloud-based
storage platform built for exponential data growth to cut
the complexity of managing even exabyte-scale storage
to help you achieve IT resiliency.
IBM COS is designed to handle storage and management
from hundreds of terabytes (TBs) to hundreds of
petabytes (PBs) and beyond, in the cloud, at durability
levels far exceeding conventional file or block storage.
The service is built on IBM’s cloud erasure coded,
SecureSlice encryption architecture. This means it
provides scale while maintaining performance and has
built-in integrity checking to help protect against bit rot.
This erasure coding provides unparalleled data durability
(technology designed for over 14 9’s per object) and
offers geo-dispersed availability with immediate
consistency across regions.

In 2020, IBM was recognized among the
most efficient object storage providers
by Digital.com
“IBM’s cloud storage service gives users
the ability to store a virtually unlimited
amount of data at competitive effective
rates. The platform can be used to backup and archive data that can be easily
accessed via mobile applications or the
web. The flexible storage tiers provided
by IBM allows organizations to meet their
data storage needs while being able to
manage costs.”
Read the full article here.

IBM COS helps organizations to securely store nearly
unlimited data, save on costs, and transfer and replicate
files at speed in multiple locations. This solution offers
leading data protection, high resiliency and fast access
to data, even during unplanned downtime. Using the finely
tuned controls and configuration, you can store, organize
and protect your data features. And, query-in-place allows
you to run analytics directly on the data at rest.
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IBM Cloud Object Storage for IT resiliency
IBM Cloud Object Storage can be a critical element
to support your larger IT resiliency strategy and plan.
The benefits include elastic scalability and flexibility
to optimize capacity that matches backup and disaster
recovery service level goals. IBM COS also provides:
– Geographically dispersed redundancy in multiple
zones. With our regional and cross-regional offerings,
data is erasure coded to assure continuous availability
if one or more locations are compromised.
– Reliable, continual data access for analytics,
insights and required reporting of sensitive
data even during outages or disasters.
– Retention of sensitive data for regulatory
compliance, specified retention times and
parameters such as archiving and retention periods,
as well as locking data with immutability of the data.
– Enhanced recovery point objective (RPO) and
recovery time objective (RTO). A cloud disaster
recovery site can be synced with on-premises
production environment to reduce RPO, and
compute to deploy quickly to reduce RTO.

Additionally, IBM COS services are affordable for
managing enormous unstructured data volumes
and dynamic workloads on the cloud. The cost
benefits include:
– Reduced hardware, resources, labor and
maintenance costs
– A tiered, pay-for-use and subscription model for
cloud storage which offers highly cost-effective
and predictable pricing choices
Key benefits and differentiators
Cost-effective, predictable, flexible pricing: Choose
from tiering options and a simplified pricing structure
to suit your needs. IBM Cloud Object Storage is built
to be cost-effective with predictable costs for storage.
In addition to traditional fixed tiers and policy-based
archiving, IBM COS offers a flexible Smart Tier, which
automatically delivers the best price, so you don’t have
to worry about cost overruns. There is no need to monitor
storage activity or move data between storage classes
as access fluctuates.

IBM COS and archive classes and uses
Storage option

Type of workload activity

Smart tier

For dynamic data. Ideal for unpredictable data patterns. Offers simplified pricing
and automatic cost-optimized billing based on usage.

Standard

For active data accessed multiple times a month. Data is immediately available
when needed. No charge for data retrieved.

Vault

For less active data, accessed once a month or less. Data is immediately available
when needed. Low retrieval charge for reading data.

Cold vault

For cold data, accessed a few times a year. Common use cases include long-term
backup. Retrieval charge for reading data.

Archive

For cold data in long-term retention, such as for regulatory compliance or business
requirements. Lowest-cost option.

Accelerated archive

For warm data in long-term retention that needs to be accessed occasionally.
Lowest-cost option.
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>99.999999999% data durability: Enhance IT resiliency
for business continuity and mitigate risks. The solution
is built for greater than 99.999999999% data durability,
with a per-object data durability of 14 9’s. Select from
resiliency options for data location, availability and
performance per your needs. Immutable object storage
preserves records and maintains data integrity in a WORM
(write-once-read-many), non-erasable, non-rewritable
manner. IBM offers resilience-specific solutions such as
IBM Resiliency Backup as a Service (BaaS) with a broad
set of features.
Security and governance: Get built-in industry
compliance for data protection. For regulated industries
such as financial services, you can choose industryspecific rules-based control features or enterprise policy
settings for your data to help meet regulatory, legal or
business needs. IBM COS allows a policy-based approach
to managing the lifecycle of data from the time of its
creation to the time when it ages and either needs to
be tiered to lowest-cost archive or deleted. Additionally,
identity and access management features support rolebased policies and permissions.
Built-in fault tolerance across regions: Leverage a
patented geo-dispersed algorithm to distribute data
evenly across nodes that can be located in multiple sites.
Even if failures occur across all sites, the data is still
available to be retrieved. IBM COS error detection finds
and corrects corrupted data.

Success story: Herman IT turns
advanced technology into cost
savings and business advantages
Challenge: Herman IT provides high-availability
data center services that are optimized for highperformance computing, and multicloud, hybrid
and private cloud services. They saw the data
challenges faced by their clients and prospects—
companies need new technologies such as AI,
big data and cloud-native applications. But these
are data-intensive projects, and many firms are
still struggling with escalating data pain points
around storage, security and costs.
Solution: Herman IT built a backup and archive
service on IBM Cloud Object Storage. They were
able to propose a solution for a global healthcare
client at 50% of the cost of an equivalent blockbased storage system. By developing a data
backup and archive service on IBM Cloud Object
Storage technology, Herman IT is capturing new
market share.
The goal of IBM is to help clients succeed. We work
with our clients to design models to reduce risks,
build IT resiliency and improve business continuity.
Read the success story here.

Query-in-place with integrated analytics: Explore your
data with ease. Integrated IBM SQL Query allows you to
query data fast in IBM COS with serverless, interactive
analytics. This capability helps you create a workspace
for a range of big data analytics use cases, supports a
variety of data formats such as CSV, JSON and Parquet,
and allows for standard ANSI SQL. There are no complex
extract, transform and load (ETL) processes to set up,
and no databases or infrastructure to manage.
Resiliency ecosystem opportunities: Benefit from a
rich ecosystem of partners that support IT resiliency.
One example is Veeam. Veeam on IBM Cloud is an
award-winning solution for reliable orchestration of
disaster recovery. The solution simplifies failover, failback,
restore and migration for single, tens or hundreds of
applications. Learn more about our additional solutions
and partners here.
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IBM Cloud for
your enterprise
Market-leading security, enterprise
scalability and open innovation
The value of IBM Cloud
When moving sensitive and confidential data to the
cloud, security is critical because many enterprises must
handle and store large quantities of highly sensitive data
across varied environments. To meet these demands
IBM Cloud security offerings protect your data in-memory,
in-flight and at rest. IBM Cloud offers the highest level of
encryption (FIPS 140-2 Level 4) and is designed and built
to help lower your total cost of ownership (TCO).
IBM Cloud has a long history of supporting open source
innovation, with cloud-delivered API services. Together
with Red Hat® OpenShift®, IBM Cloud delivers an
enterprise-ready Kubernetes-based container platform
with automated operations to manage large and complex
hybrid cloud and multicloud deployments. With advanced
data protection, security leadership and open source
innovation, IBM Cloud is the enterprise-grade destination
for reliable and robust workloads.
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Conclusion
IBM Cloud Object Storage capabilities can help you
improve your IT resiliency with efficient and predictable
costs. IBM uses a cross-region architecture that provides
system-managed, multi-region data protection as a
service, with one low charge for storage usage. Data is
stored across three regions within a geography for highest
availability and resiliency. And, IBM COS protects data
across multiple data centers or multiple regions before
write from an application is deemed complete. This means
that IBM COS does not require a 15-minute recovery time
lag. This helps decrease data loss risk.
The tiered pricing structure can help clients reduce overall
storage costs without sacrificing availability or timely
access to data. Overall, across the portfolio, IBM COS
pricing can be generally less expensive and offer excellent
value for your specific use case and business needs.
To learn more about how IBM COS can be a key element
of your backup, disaster recovery and IT resiliency plan,
visit IBM Cloud Object Storage.

IBM COS pricing tier structure
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